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Licensed to UCLA Track & Field Team    Hy-Tek's Meet Manager 4/10/2009 09:34 PM
     UCLA Rafer Johnson/Jackie Joyner-Kersee Invit - 4/9/2009 to 4/11/2009     
                                 Drake Stadium                                 
                                    Results                                    
 
Event 1  Men Decathlon Invite
=======================================================================================
           7500  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   741 Chaney, Clay     Rice                   6539.00                    10  
  2   247 Linker, Josh     Cal St. Los Ange       6520.00                     8  
  3   926 Schauble, Ky     Washington St.         6487.00                     6  
	  	  4	  	  	  530	  Perez,	  Trent	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6461.00	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5	  	  
  5   925 Harris, Sean     Washington St.         6003.00                     4  
  6   746 Hayes, Conno     Rice                   5360.00                     3  
 
Event 2  Women Heptathlon Invite
=======================================================================================
           5500  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   799 Ali, Nia         USC                    5492.00                    10  
  2   803 Woods, Shana     USC                    5315.00                     8  
	  	  3	  	  	  526	  Krais,	  Ryann	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5220.00	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  	  
  4   927 Jensen, Ange     Washington St.         4656.00                     5  
 
Event 3  Women Hammer Throw Open
=======================================================================================
 4 Throws - Only best measured
         54.15m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   376 Tarver, Deid     Texas A&M               50.66m           166-02   10  
      50.66m x  x             
  2   548 White, Cathe     UCLA                    46.00m           150-11    8  
      46.00m x  x             
  3   434 Jensen, Kjir     Washington St.          45.94m           150-09    6  
      45.94m x  x             
  4   635 Dwyer, Erin      Azusa Pacific           45.76m           150-01    5  
      45.76m x  x             
  5   538 Borman, Brit     UCLA                    45.54m           149-05    4  
      45.54m x  x             
  6    62 Daniels, Kat     Unattached              44.48m           145-11    3  
      44.48m x  x             
  7   251 McLain, Jarv     Cal St. Los Ange        43.94m           144-02    2  
      43.94m x  x             
  8   518 Niemeyer, Ja     UCLA                    43.49m           142-08    1  
      43.49m x  x             
  9   864 Prince, Shan     Utah State              43.24m           141-10 
      43.24m x  x             
 10   865 McNaughton,      Utah State              42.38m           139-00 
      42.38m x  x             
 11   478 Morgan, Clai     Cal St. Northrid        36.82m           120-10 
      36.82m x  x             
 --   655 Daniels, Bri     Azusa Pacific               ND                  
      ND x  x             
 
Event 4  Women Hammer Throw Invite
=======================================================================================
 6 Throws - All fair throws measured
         54.15m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   908 Cosby, Jessi     NIKE                    70.54m NCAA      231-05   10  
      FOUL  68.78m  FOUL  67.66m  69.54m  70.54m
  2   798 Orban, Eva       USC                     61.25m NCAA      200-11    8  
      58.01m  FOUL  61.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3   336 Thu, Daniell     UC San Diego            57.38m NCAA      188-03    6  
      FOUL  FOUL  53.30m  56.51m  FOUL  57.38m
  4    40 Genisauski,      VS Athletics TC         54.21m NCAA      177-10    5  
      54.21m  48.22m  53.61m  FOUL  52.24m  53.01m
  5   710 Larson, Kris     Utah State              54.14m           177-07    4  
      52.96m  FOUL  52.83m  54.14m  FOUL  53.21m
  6   922 Popp, Shanno     VS Athletics TC         53.33m           175-00    3  
      53.33m  FOUL  51.97m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7   337 Archer, Mari     UC San Diego            49.03m           160-10    2  
      42.72m  48.91m  48.57m  FOUL  47.18m  49.03m
  8    86 Baumann, Tam     Unattached              48.56m           159-04    1  
      46.66m  44.13m  48.56m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9   801 Minderler, M     USC                     48.25m           158-04 
      48.25m  FOUL  46.89m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 
Event 5  Men Hammer Throw Invite
=======================================================================================
 6 Throws - All fair throws measured
 *Bolton threw with 5kilo Junior Weight
         56.80m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   777 Davis-Hammer     Stanford                60.56m NCAA      198-08   10  
      59.52m  60.56m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  58.50m
  2   427 MacArthur, P     Washington St.          59.80m NCAA      196-02    8  
      57.11m  57.38m  56.85m  58.53m  57.15m  59.80m
  3   594 Trojanowski,     Cal St. Bakersfi        56.85m NCAA      186-06    6  
      53.63m  FOUL  FOUL  56.85m  FOUL  53.26m
  4   490 Pearce, Cody     Cal St. Northrid        56.25m           184-06    5  
      55.77m  55.84m  FOUL  56.25m  FOUL  FOUL
  5   790 Wells, Carte     Stanford                55.01m           180-06    4  
      FOUL  FOUL  53.49m  53.86m  FOUL  55.01m
 --    76 Bolton, Brad     Unattached             X64.88m           212-10 
      FOUL  64.88m  64.49m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 
Event 14  Men Hammer Throw Open
=======================================================================================
 4 Throws - Only best measured
         56.80m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   342 Cook, Fred       UC San Diego            52.08m           170-10   10  
      52.08m x  x             
  2   591 Johnson, Der     Cal St. Bakersfi        49.95m           163-10    8  
      49.95m x  x             
  3   868 Ellis, Tyler     Utah State              49.02m           160-10    6  
      49.02m x  x             
  4   867 Hall, Bryce      Utah State              48.15m           158-00    5  
      48.15m x  x             
  5   809 Ojuentunde,      unattached              45.45m           149-01    4  
      45.45m x  x             
 --   592 Wahl, Evan       Cal St. Bakersfi          FOUL                  
      FOUL x  x             
 --   601 Morovich, Cl     Cal St. Bakersfi          FOUL                  
      FOUL x  x             
 
Event 15  Women Shot Put Open
=======================================================================================
 6 Throws - All fair throws will be measured
         14.30m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   666 Dufresne, Ju     Cal Poly                14.54m NCAA    47-08.50   10  
      FOUL  14.32m  14.51m  14.54m  14.23m  FOUL
	  	  2	  	  	  587	  Berg,	  Alexa	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  12.84m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  42-­‐01.50	  	  	  	  8	  	  
      12.84m  12.66m  FOUL  12.80m  12.74m  FOUL
  3   472 Ralls, Steph     Cal St. Northrid        12.80m         42-00.00    6  
      12.49m  12.80m  12.44m  12.47m  FOUL  12.15m
  4   645 Shnieder, Ry     Azusa Pacific           12.49m         40-11.75    5  
      10.94m  12.45m  11.92m  12.49m  12.03m  11.95m
  5   261 Harris, Te'      Cal St. Los Ange        12.46m         40-10.50    4  
      FOUL  12.46m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6   438 Kenney, Ashl     Washington St.          12.33m         40-05.50    3  
      FOUL  10.78m  FOUL  12.33m  FOUL  11.77m
  7   266 Cribbs, Zane     Cal St. Los Ange         9.61m         31-06.50    2  
      9.13m  9.61m  FOUL  FOUL  9.25m  9.05m
 
Event 16  Women Long Jump Open
============================================================================================
 3 Jumps per flight - Top 9 will advance for 3 more jumps
          6.00m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind           Points
============================================================================================
  1   318 LeFever, Ste     UC San Diego             5.71m        -0.9  18-09.00   10  
     FOUL(1.9) 5.07m(0.9) 5.29m(-0.6) 5.71m(-0.9) 5.64m(+0.0) 5.36m(1.2)
  2   707 Pickett, Jas     Cal Poly                 5.70m         0.9  18-08.50    8  
     5.39m(+0.0) 5.70m(0.9) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(0.2) PASS(NWI) FOUL(1.2)
  3   716 Reid, Lauren     UC Riverside             5.58m        +0.0  18-03.75    6  
     FOUL(1.5) 5.58m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.6) 5.56m(0.2) FOUL(1.0)
  4   238 Ridley, Tany     Cal St. Los Ange         5.49m         0.2  18-00.25    5  
     5.39m(0.9) 5.49m(0.2) 5.43m(0.5) FOUL(0.3) 5.26m(+0.0) 5.44m(0.1)
  5   699 Brewer, Teni     Cal Poly                 5.38m         NWI  17-08.00    4  
     5.38m(-0.0) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)   
	  	  6	  	  	  567	  Hill,	  Dayna	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5.33m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0.3	  	  17-­‐06.00	  	  	  	  3	  	  
     5.12m(-0.0) 5.16m(0.6) 5.33m(0.3) 5.05m(0.4) 5.09m(0.1) 5.05m(1.5)
  7   249 Smith, Shian     Cal St. Los Ange         5.31m         1.3  17-05.25    2  
     4.91m(+0.0) 5.27m(0.2) 5.31m(1.3) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(1.2)
  8   246 Backus, Sier     Cal St. Los Ange         5.27m         1.1  17-03.50    1  
     5.21m(1.4) 5.27m(1.1) 5.10m(0.7) 5.21m(-0.1) 5.11m(+0.0) 5.11m(0.9)
  9   193 Turner, Jord     Point Loma               5.26m         0.6  17-03.25 
     4.90m(0.3) 5.26m(0.6) PASS(+0.0) FOUL(-0.5) FOUL(1.3) 5.15m(1.0)
	  10	  	  	  534	  Co,	  Julia	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5.18m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0.9	  	  17-­‐00.00	  
     FOUL(0.2) 4.95m(0.9) 5.18m(0.9)           
 11   271 Huntley, Tue     Cal St. Los Ange         5.15m         1.0  16-10.75 
     5.15m(1.0) 4.98m(-0.5) 4.88m(1.6)           
 12   315 Langford, Er     UC San Diego             5.10m         0.6  16-08.75 
     5.10m(0.6) 4.81m(0.2) FOUL(1.0)           
 13   407 Thomas, Ange     Texas A&M                4.98m         1.8  16-04.25 
     4.98m(1.8) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(0.2)           
 14   199 Talhami, And     Cal St. San Marc         4.88m         1.1  16-00.25 
     4.87m(1.4) 4.88m(1.1) 4.58m(0.7)           
 15   623 Arnold, Merc     Azusa Pacific            4.86m        -1.8  15-11.50 
     4.81m(+0.0) 4.80m(1.8) 4.86m(-1.8)           
 16   274 Hunte, Robyn     California               4.43m         0.5  14-06.50 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 4.43m(0.5)           
 --   471 Dugall, Stel     Cal St. Northrid          FOUL         NWI           
     FOUL(2.0) FOUL(0.1) FOUL(0.5)           
 --   833 Kimiko, Kamo     Utah State                FOUL         NWI           
     FOUL(-0.3) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.3)           
 
Event 17  Men Long Jump Open
============================================================================================
 3 Jumps per flight - Top 9 will advance for 3 more jumps
          7.34m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind           Points
============================================================================================
  1   607 Nichols, Rya     Cal St. Bakersfi         7.01m         0.2  23-00.00   10  
     FOUL(2.0) 6.75m(-0.0) 6.59m(0.1) 7.01m(0.2) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(0.6)
  2   240 Nunez, Franc     Cal St. Los Ange         6.98m         1.1  22-11.00    8  
     FOUL(0.8) 6.98m(1.1) 6.98m(0.4) FOUL(1.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.9)
  3   898 Udell, Zeb       Western Oregon           6.97m         2.2  22-10.50    6  
     6.97m(2.2) 6.81m(1.0) 6.89m(-0.0) PASS(-0.1) PASS(NWI) FOUL(NWI)
  4   176 Davidson, Je     Point Loma               6.66m         1.4  21-10.25    4.5
     6.45m(-0.0) 6.45m(0.1) 6.63m(-0.0) 6.47m(1.6) 6.66m(1.4) 6.61m(2.2)
  4   317 Tsuda, Scott     UC San Diego             6.66m        -0.5  21-10.25    4.5
     FOUL(1.4) FOUL(1.9) 6.52m(0.8) FOUL(1.6) 6.52m(-0.2) 6.66m(-0.5)
  6   599 Charleston,      Cal St. Bakersfi         6.54m         1.4  21-05.50    3  
     6.54m(1.4) FOUL(1.3) 6.27m(1.4) 6.38m(1.2) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)
  7   528 Walker, Dari     UCLA                     6.51m         0.7  21-04.25    2  
     FOUL(1.9) 6.37m(+0.0) 4.96m(1.7) 6.39m(+0.0) 6.51m(0.7) FOUL(1.5)
  8   477 Kelly, Chris     Cal St. Northrid         6.31m        +0.0  20-08.50    1  
     6.31m(+0.0) FOUL(0.8) FOUL(0.6) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(1.7) FOUL(-0.7)
  9    59 Lloyd, Ricky     Unattached               6.25m         1.5  20-06.25 
     FOUL(1.6) 6.25m(1.5) 6.08m(0.4) 5.82m(1.4) FOUL(1.3) FOUL(0.8)
 10   722 Smoot Jr., T     UC Riverside             6.21m        +0.0  20-04.50 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.2) 6.21m(+0.0)           
 11   217 Wasowski, Ku     Cal St. San Marc         6.06m         1.0  19-10.75 
     FOUL(-0.7) FOUL(1.8) 6.06m(1.0)           
 12   257 Hopson, Thom     Cal St. Los Ange         5.97m        -0.3  19-07.00 
     FOUL(1.0) FOUL(1.0) 5.97m(-0.3)           
 13   727 Swafford, Ry     UC Riverside             4.96m        -0.2  16-03.25 
     4.96m(-0.2) FOUL(1.3) 4.79m(0.2)           
 --   321 Truong, Thin     UC San Diego              FOUL         NWI           
     FOUL(1.6) FOUL(2.1) FOUL(1.7)           
 
Event 18  Men Discus Throw Open
=======================================================================================
         51.70m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   808 Caulfield, J     unattached              52.83m NCAA      173-04   10  
      51.49m  52.83m               
  2   460 Cooper, Dere     Cal St. Northrid        52.26m NCAA      171-05    8  
      52.26m  51.75m               
  3   581 Nagengast, T     UCLA                    51.96m NCAA      170-06    6  
      51.96m  49.95m               
  4   745 Baker, Clay      Rice                    50.74m           166-06    5  
      48.90m  50.74m               
  5    74 Rossini, And     Unattached              50.55m           165-10    4  
      50.18m  50.55m               
  6   869 Cruz, Daniel     Utah State              49.07m           161-00    3  
      47.22m  49.07m               
	  	  7	  	  	  540	  Weber,	  Mark	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  49.00m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  160-­‐09	  	  	  	  2	  	  
      49.00m  46.97m               
  8   441 Bartlett, Jo     Washington St.          48.31m           158-06    1  
      48.07m  48.31m               
  9   225 Mcfadden, Ro     Cal St. San Marc        46.98m           154-02 
      46.98m  39.99m               
 10    87 Davies, Nige     Unattached              46.96m           154-01 
      46.96m    x             
 11   777 Davis-Hammer     Stanford                46.09m           151-02 
      46.09m    x             
 12    72 elmore, aust     Unattached              45.45m           149-01 
      45.45m    x             
 13   690 Wilson, Kyle     Cal Poly                42.81m           140-05 
      42.81m    x             
 14   480 Tull, Mike       Cal St. Northrid        40.90m           134-02 
      40.90m    x             
 15   790 Wells, Carte     Stanford                40.86m           134-01 
      40.86m    x             
 16   412 Otto, Trinit     Texas A&M               40.19m           131-10 
      40.19m    x             
 17   751 Adam, Philip     Rice                    39.10m           128-03 
      39.10m    x             
 18   244 Carlos, Eric     Cal St. Los Ange        34.15m           112-00 
      34.15m    x             
 19   537 Reuter, Matt     UCLA                    33.05m           108-05 
      33.05m    x             
 
Event 19  Men Pole Vault Open
=======================================================================================
          5.05m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   673 Landry, Conn     Cal Poly                 5.05m NCAA    16-06.75   10  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 5.20 
      PPP   XO  XXO    O  XXX 
  2   806 Fasi, Charle     USC                      4.90m         16-00.75    8  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 
      PPP    O    O  XXX 
  3   281 Stevens, And     California              J4.90m         16-00.75    6  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 
      XXO   XO   XO  XXX 
  4   178 Votapka, Lan     Point Loma               4.75m         15-07.00    5  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
        O    O  XXX 
  5   843 Johnson, Joh     Utah State              J4.75m         15-07.00    4  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
       XO    O  XXX 
  6   844 Hansen, Max      Utah State              J4.75m         15-07.00    3  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
        O   XO  XXX 
	  	  7	  	  	  588	  Egan,	  Riley	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  J4.75m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  15-­‐07.00	  	  	  	  2	  	  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
      XXO  XXO  XXX 
	  	  8	  	  	  	  70	  White,	  Eric	  	  	  	  	  	  Unattached	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4.60m	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  15-­‐01.00	  	  	  	  0.5
     4.60 4.75 
       XO  XXX 
  8   368 Stoermer, Ch     Texas A&M                4.60m         15-01.00    0.5
     4.60 4.75 
       XO  XXX 
 10   626 Fanelli, Dan     Azusa Pacific           J4.60m         15-01.00 
     4.60 4.75 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   500 Todd, Matt       Cal St. Northrid            NH                  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   747 Stafford, Ga     Rice                        NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   332 Van Straaten     UC San Diego                NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   898 Udell, Zeb       Western Oregon              NH                  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   631 Ernst, Chris     Azusa Pacific               NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   190 Phillips, Jo     Point Loma                  NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   620 Altizer, Jef     Azusa Pacific               NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   846 Hawkins, Pal     Utah State                  NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   639 Savidge, Jor     Azusa Pacific               NH                  
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   571 DiCesare, Sc     UCLA                        NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --    92 Turner, Bren     Unattached                  NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   483 Orozco, Anth     Cal St. Northrid            NH                  
     4.60 4.75 
      PPP  XXX 
 --   739 Kato, Chris      Rice                        NH                  
     4.60 4.75 
      PPP  XXX 
 --   847 Loomis, Davi     Utah State                  NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   412 Otto, Trinit     Texas A&M                   NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   796 Heffern, Cha     USC                         NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   751 Adam, Philip     Rice                        NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   184 Winstead, An     Point Loma                  NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 --   267 Tyler, Jorda     Cal St. Los Ange            NH                  
4.6
      XXX 
 
Event 20  Men High Jump Open
=======================================================================================
          2.10m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   541 Clark, Jonat     UCLA                     2.03m          6-08.00   10  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.06 2.10 
      PPP  PPP  XPP    O  XXO   XO    P  XXX 
  2   195 Timm, Austen     Point Loma              J2.03m          6-08.00    8  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.06 
      PPP  PPP    O    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  3   842 Parker, Case     Utah State               1.98m          6-06.00    6  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
  4   721 Tabah, Elvin     UC Riverside             1.93m          6-04.00    5  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  5   505 Talkington,      Cal St. Northrid        J1.93m          6-04.00    4  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  6   324 Francis, Rog     UC San Diego            J1.93m          6-04.00    3  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 
      PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  7   537 Reuter, Matt     UCLA                     1.88m          6-02.00    1  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 
      PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
  7   599 Charleston,      Cal St. Bakersfi         1.88m          6-02.00    1  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 
      PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  7   175 McGregor, Br     Point Loma               1.88m          6-02.00    1  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 1.93 
      PPP    O    O  XXX 
 10   171 Hester, Jeff     Point Loma               1.83m          6-00.00 
     1.78 1.83 1.88 
      PPP   XO  XXX 
 10   751 Adam, Philip     Rice                     1.83m          6-00.00 
     1.78 1.83 1.88 
        O    O  XXX 
 12   700 Nunno, James     Cal Poly                 1.78m          5-10.00 
     1.78 1.83 
       XO  XXX 
 --   487 Morse, Owen      Cal St. Northrid            NH                  
     1.78 1.83 1.88 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 
Event 21  Women Discus Throw Open
=======================================================================================
         47.30m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   666 Dufresne, Ju     Cal Poly                47.11m           154-07   10  
      45.78m  47.11m x             
  2   538 Borman, Brit     UCLA                    43.87m           143-11    8  
      42.72m  43.87m x             
  3   548 White, Cathe     UCLA                    43.33m           142-02    6  
      43.05m  43.33m x             
  4   478 Morgan, Clai     Cal St. Northrid        42.26m           138-08    5  
      42.01m  42.26m x             
  5   251 McLain, Jarv     Cal St. Los Ange        38.82m           127-04    4  
      38.82m  38.65m x             
  6   650 Robusto, Jor     Azusa Pacific           38.75m           127-01    3  
      38.39m  38.75m x             
  7   802 Pyka, Ashley     USC                     37.37m           122-07    2  
      37.37m  FOUL x             
  8   865 McNaughton,      Utah State              37.26m           122-03    1  
      35.53m  37.26m x             
  9   497 Hooks, Whitn     Cal St. Northrid        36.06m           118-04 
      36.06m  FOUL x             
 10   425 Albrecht, An     Washington St.          34.60m           113-06 
      34.60m x  x             
 11   261 Harris, Te'      Cal St. Los Ange        30.45m            99-11 
      30.45m x  x             
 --   864 Prince, Shan     Utah State                FOUL                  
      FOUL x  x             
 
Event 22  Men Shot Put Open
=======================================================================================
         16.80m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   779 Tabor, Geoff     Stanford                16.52m         54-02.50   10  
      15.22m  16.52m  15.46m  15.34m  FOUL  16.44m
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      15.79m  FOUL  16.25m  16.25m  16.22m  FOUL
  3   868 Ellis, Tyler     Utah State              15.99m         52-05.50    6  
      14.67m  FOUL  15.09m  FOUL  15.55m  15.99m
  4   441 Bartlett, Jo     Washington St.          15.80m         51-10.00    5  
      FOUL  15.65m  FOUL  15.74m  15.80m  FOUL
  5   480 Tull, Mike       Cal St. Northrid        15.76m         51-08.50    4  
      FOUL  14.78m  15.76m  15.54m  FOUL  FOUL
  6   314 Morilla, Nic     UC San Diego            15.71m         51-06.50    3  
      FOUL  15.40m  FOUL  FOUL  15.71m  15.56m
  7   342 Cook, Fred       UC San Diego            15.27m         50-01.25    2  
      15.27m  14.78m  14.94m  15.12m  15.00m  15.15m
  8   159 Grandi, Jame     Point Loma              15.25m         50-00.50    1  
      15.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9   470 Fuller, Chri     Cal St. Northrid        15.03m         49-03.75 
      15.03m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10   869 Cruz, Daniel     Utah State              14.94m         49-00.25 
      FOUL  14.86m  14.94m           
 11   427 MacArthur, P     Washington St.          14.23m         46-08.25 
      12.95m  14.03m  14.23m           
 12   244 Carlos, Eric     Cal St. Los Ange        11.18m         36-08.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.18m           
 --   537 Reuter, Matt     UCLA                      FOUL                  
      PASS  PASS  FOUL           
 --    72 elmore, aust     Unattached                FOUL                  
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Event 23  Women Triple Jump Open
============================================================================================
 3 Jumps per flight - Top 9 will advance for 3 more jumps
         12.32m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind           Points
============================================================================================
  1   730 Wilder, Alli     UC Riverside            12.61m NCAA    0.6  41-04.50   10  
     12.35m(0.9) 12.61m(0.6) 12.21m(+0.0) 12.36m(+0.0) 12.23m(1.1) 12.25m(-2.3)
  2   707 Pickett, Jas     Cal Poly                12.21m         1.3  40-00.75    8  
     FOUL(1.9) 12.05m(+0.0) 11.96m(0.5) 11.76m(+0.0) 11.05m(+0.0) 12.21m(1.3)
  3   705 Shields, Cai     Cal Poly                12.11m        +0.0  39-08.75    6  
     11.82m(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.9) 12.11m(+0.0) 12.05m(1.2)
  4   716 Reid, Lauren     UC Riverside            12.09m        -1.4  39-08.00    5  
     FOUL(1.2) 12.09m(-1.4) FOUL(0.1) FOUL(1.3) FOUL(1.0) FOUL(-1.0)
  5   471 Dugall, Stel     Cal St. Northrid        12.04m         0.5  39-06.00    4  
     12.04m(0.5) 12.02m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.92m(1.2) FOUL(+0.0) 10.88m(0.2)
  6   246 Backus, Sier     Cal St. Los Ange        11.68m         0.5  38-04.00    3  
     FOUL(1.1) FOUL(0.5) 11.62m(1.2) FOUL(+0.0) 11.37m(0.5) 11.68m(0.5)
  7   277 Marchbanks,      California              11.39m         0.4  37-04.50    2  
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.1) 11.39m(0.4) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) FOUL(-1.0)
  8   644 Parker, Tiff     Azusa Pacific           11.08m         0.4  36-04.25    1  
     FOUL(0.9) FOUL(1.8) 11.05m(1.7) 11.08m(0.4) FOUL(1.3) FOUL(+0.0)
  9   199 Talhami, And     Cal St. San Marc        10.63m         1.6  34-10.50 
     10.63m(1.6) 10.43m(0.1) 10.25m(+0.0) 10.28m(0.3) 10.34m(+0.0) PASS(NWI)
 10   835 Stewart, Jul     Utah State              10.22m         0.8  33-06.50 
     FOUL(1.8) FOUL(1.5) 10.22m(0.8)           
 
Event 24  Men Triple Jump Open
============================================================================================
 3 Jumps per flight - Top 9 will advance for 3 more jumps
         12.32m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind           Points
============================================================================================
  1   317 Tsuda, Scott     UC San Diego            14.68m NCAA    1.7  48-02.00   10  
     14.19m(1.3) 14.68m(1.7) FOUL(0.8) FOUL(+0.0) 14.52m(+0.0) 14.19m(0.2)
  2   727 Swafford, Ry     UC Riverside            14.36m NCAA   +0.0  47-01.50    8  
     FOUL(+0.0) 14.36m(+0.0) 14.05m(0.5) 14.35m(0.3) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.1)
  3   840 Hadfield, Bl     Utah State              14.26m NCAA    1.4  46-09.50    6  
     FOUL(-0.8) FOUL(0.8) 14.02m(-0.9) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 14.26m(1.4)
  4   461 Fremd, Eric      Cal St. Northrid        14.23m NCAA    2.6  46-08.25    5  
     14.01m(2.2) FOUL(0.7) 14.03m(0.2) 14.15m(1.6) 14.13m(+0.0) 14.23m(2.6)
  5   386 Alexander, C     Texas A&M               14.06m NCAA    1.3  46-01.50    4  
     13.31m(+0.0) 13.97m(1.6) 14.06m(1.3) 13.28m(0.5) 13.94m(+0.0) 13.58m(0.3)
  6   744 Berens, John     Rice                    13.95m NCAA    0.4  45-09.25    3  
     13.64m(0.7) 13.74m(+0.0) 13.74m(0.2) FOUL(0.6) 13.95m(0.4) 13.61m(-1.0)
  7   897 Reisnaur, Ty     Western Oregon          13.57m NCAA   +0.0  44-06.25    2  
     FOUL(+0.0) 13.57m(+0.0) FOUL(0.8) 13.39m(+0.0) FOUL(0.5) FOUL(-0.2)
  8   520 Hobson, Tayl     UCLA                    13.25m NCAA    1.4  43-05.75    1  
     13.25m(1.4) FOUL(1.1) FOUL(1.0)           
 --   217 Wasowski, Ku     Cal St. San Marc          FOUL         NWI           
     FOUL(0.8) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(1.0)          
 --   477 Kelly, Chris     Cal St. Northrid          FOUL         NWI           
     FOUL(-1.3) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.2)           
 
Event 25  Women Pole Vault Open
=======================================================================================
          3.85m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   682 Homes, Jenna     Cal Poly                 3.85m NCAA    12-07.50   10  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
      PPP  PPP  XXO    O  XXX 
  2   781 Hewitt, Cait     Stanford                 3.70m         12-01.50    7  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 
      PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  2   357 Peaslee, Mel     Seattle Pacific          3.70m         12-01.50    7  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 
      PPP    O    O  XXX 
  4   677 Lopes, Nicki     Cal Poly                 3.55m         11-07.75    5  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
        O   XO  XXX 
  5   180 Duckworth, R     Point Loma              J3.55m         11-07.75    3.5
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
       XO   XO  XXX 
  5   312 LeFever, Don     UC San Diego            J3.55m         11-07.75    3.5
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
       XO   XO  XXX 
  7   832 Gastakdu, Ka     Utah State              J3.55m         11-07.75    1  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
        O  XXO  XXX 
  7   836 Flesher, Ker     Utah State              J3.55m         11-07.75    1  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
        O  XXO  XXX 
  7   361 Daily, Aly       Texas A&M               J3.55m         11-07.75    1  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
      PPP  XXO  XXX 
 10   669 Carlile, Chr     Cal Poly                 3.40m         11-01.75 
     3.40 3.55 
        O  XXX 
 11   504 Hill, Megan      Cal St. Northrid        J3.40m         11-01.75 
     3.40 3.55 
       XO  XXX 
 12   805 Strong, Keni     USC                     J3.40m         11-01.75 
     3.40 3.55 
      XXO  XXX 
 12   756 Oliver, Cleo     Rice                    J3.40m         11-01.75 
     3.40 3.55 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   643 Torp, Daniel     Azusa Pacific               NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --   749 Ince, Ari        Rice                        NH                  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   360 Asimakis, La     Texas A&M                   NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --    79 Cottong, Ale     Unattached                  NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --   456 Allen, Crist     Cal St. Northrid            NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --    91 Quinn, Kryst     Unattached                  NH                  
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   495 Hamilton, Br     Cal St. Northrid            NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --   640 Schwartz, El     Azusa Pacific               NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --   347 Tamura, Lynd     UC San Diego                NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 --    65 Kiehl, Court     Unattached                  NH                  
3.4
      XXX 
 
Event 26  Women High Jump Open
=======================================================================================
          1.75m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   659 Sisler, Whit     Cal Poly                 1.70m          5-07.00   10  
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 
        P    O    O    O    X 
  2   732 Han, Karen       UC Riverside             1.65m          5-05.00    8  
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
        O   XO    O   XX 
  3   174 Anderson, Vi     Point Loma               1.60m          5-03.00    6  
     1.55 1.60 1.65 
      XXO    O  XXX 
  4   514 Armstrong, S     UCLA                    J1.60m          5-03.00    5  
     1.55 1.60 1.65 
      XXO  XXO  XXX 
  5   262 Fletcher, As     Cal St. Los Ange         1.55m          5-01.00    3  
     1.55 1.60 
       XO  XXX 
  5   685 Moore, Laure     Cal Poly                 1.55m          5-01.00    3  
     1.55 1.60 
      XXO  XXX 
  5   271 Huntley, Tue     Cal St. Los Ange         1.55m          5-01.00    3  
     1.55 1.60 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   268 Service, Jod     Cal St. Los Ange            NH                  
1.55
      XXX 
 
Event 30  Women 100 Meter Hurdles Open
=====================================================================================
          13.92  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   276 Truluck, Ema     California               14.31         0.2  1   10  
  2   859 Cannon, Ashl     Utah State               14.34         0.2  1    8  
  3   699 Brewer, Teni     Cal Poly                 14.43         0.2  1    6  
  4   644 Parker, Tiff     Azusa Pacific            14.45         0.2  1    4.5
  4   501 Batiste, Las     Cal St. Northrid         14.45        +0.0  2    4.5
  6   419 Williams, Ja     Washington St.           14.52         0.6  3    3  
  7   238 Ridley, Tany     Cal St. Los Ange         14.65         0.6  3    2  
  8   418 Crabb, Britt     Washington St.           14.82         0.2  1    1  
  9   447 Hedel, Carol     Washington St.           14.96        +0.0  2 
 10   177 Gustafson, R     Point Loma               14.99         0.6  3 
 11    99 Byrd, J.         Unattached               15.11         0.2  1 
 11   558 Battle, LeNe     UCLA                     15.11        +0.0  2 
 13   249 Smith, Shian     Cal St. Los Ange         15.14        +0.0  2 
 14   860 Hopkins, Hei     Utah State               15.29         0.2  1 
 15    26 Erwin, Sheen     New Era TC               15.33         0.2  1 
 16   173 Holding, Emi     Point Loma               15.43         0.6  3 
 16   323 Albertson, J     UC San Diego             15.43        +0.0  2 
 18   711 Smith, Toni      UC Riverside             15.49        +0.0  2 
 19   672 Roy, Natalie     Cal Poly                 15.50        +0.0  2 
 20   174 Anderson, Vi     Point Loma               15.90        +0.0  2 
 21   271 Huntley, Tue     Cal St. Los Ange         16.12         0.6  3 
 22   629 Nash, Emily      Azusa Pacific            16.16         0.6  3 
 23   262 Fletcher, As     Cal St. Los Ange         16.17         0.6  3 
 24   255 Micue, Eva       Cal St. Los Ange         16.56         0.6  3 
 25   268 Service, Jod     Cal St. Los Ange         17.14         0.6  3 
 26   731 Oniah, Chinw     UC Riverside             22.58        +0.0  2 
 
Event 31  Men 110 Meter Hurdles Open
=====================================================================================
          14.30  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   850 Williams, Ke     Utah State               14.50         0.2  1   10  
  2    41 Burt, Desi       VS Athletics TC         J14.50         0.2  1    8  
  3   783 Jackson, Jos     Stanford                 14.68         0.2  1    6  
  4   272 Holmes, Ryan     California               14.79         0.2  1    5  
  5   329 Baham, Leon      UC San Diego             14.93         0.2  2    4  
  6   426 Habberstad,      Washington St.           15.02         0.2  2    3  
  7   740 Shurbet, Col     Rice                     15.09         0.2  2    2  
  8   508 Woodham, Mic     Cal St. Northrid         15.12         0.2  1    1  
  9   845 Bolen, Blake     Utah State               15.13        -0.5  3 
 10   674 Goffena, Jor     Cal Poly                 15.14         0.2  1 
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 12   676 Suprenant, E     Cal Poly                 15.25         0.2  2 
 13   751 Adam, Philip     Rice                     15.44         0.2  2 
 14   432 Hopkins, J       Washington St.           15.48         0.2  2 
 15   621 Stevick, Cas     Azusa Pacific            15.55        -0.5  3 
 16   328 Haswell, Tob     UC San Diego             15.80        -0.5  3 
 17   638 Fulkerson, T     Azusa Pacific            15.83        -0.5  3 
 18   505 Talkington,      Cal St. Northrid         15.87         0.2  2 
 19   700 Nunno, James     Cal Poly                 15.90        -0.5  3 
 20   687 Lumpkin, Lou     Cal Poly                 15.98         0.2  2 
 
Event 32  Women 100 Meter Dash Open
=====================================================================================
          11.75  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   385 Adeoti, Eliz     Texas A&M                11.70 NCAA    0.8  1   10  
  2   532 Nash, Roneci     unattached               11.89         0.8  1    8  
  3   814 Barr, Victor     Great Britain            12.00         0.8  1    6  
  4    28 Panteau, Apr     VS Athletics TC          12.09         0.8  1    5  
  5   330 Fogarty, Kel     UC San Diego             12.16         0.8  1    4  
  6   364 Regis, Yasmi     Texas A&M                12.19         0.4  2    3  
  7   704 Benny, Erinn     Cal Poly                 12.21         0.8  1    2  
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  9   238 Ridley, Tany     Cal St. Los Ange         12.29         0.4  2 
 10   371 Charan, Ashi     Texas A&M                12.32         0.8  1 
 11   833 Kimiko, Kamo     Utah State               12.35         0.4  2 
 12   837 Chadwick, Br     Utah State               12.54         0.4  2 
 13   774 Ajdari, Aman     Pepperdine               12.56         0.1  3 
 13   667 Grimes, Whit     Cal Poly                 12.56         0.4  2 
 15   894 Meusee, Lace     Western Oregon           12.57         0.4  2 
 16   274 Hunte, Robyn     California               12.60         0.8  1 
 17   832 Gastakdu, Ka     Utah State               12.65         0.3  4 
 18   387 Peters, Tiff     Texas A&M                12.67         0.4  2 
 19   773 Clark, Britt     Pepperdine               12.78         0.1  3 
 20   193 Turner, Jord     Point Loma               12.80         0.1  3 
 20   243 Vaughner, Mi     Cal St. Los Ange         12.80         0.1  3 
 22   194 Schreiber, J     Point Loma               12.97         0.1  3 
 23   155 Menges, Ally     Point Loma               13.05         0.1  3 
 24   252 Williams, Ka     Cal St. Los Ange         13.33         0.1  3 
 25   256 Manson, Dani     Cal St. Los Ange         13.44         0.4  2 
 26   255 Micue, Eva       Cal St. Los Ange         13.76         0.1  3 
 27   268 Service, Jod     Cal St. Los Ange         14.22         0.1  3 
 28   203 McMahen, Che     Cal St. San Marc         14.38         0.3  4 
 
Event 33  Men 100 Meter Dash Open
=====================================================================================
          10.55  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   450 Woods, Justi     Washington St.           10.52 NCAA    0.2  5   10  
  2    54 Blow, Andy       Basingstoke              10.71         1.5  1    8  
  3   815 Ejehu, Junio     Great Britain            10.76         1.5  1    6  
  4   240 Nunez, Franc     Cal St. Los Ange         10.91         0.9  2    4.5
  4   451 Taylor, Nic      Cal St. Northrid         10.91        +0.0  3    4.5
  6   473 Cole, Reinde     Cal St. Northrid         10.94         0.9  2    3  
  7   816 Leavy, Nick      Great Britain            10.95         1.5  1    2  
  8   734 Welch, John      Rice                     11.00         0.9  2    1  
  9   512 Edmond, Cole     UCLA                     11.03         1.2  4 
 10   684 Gancayco, Ni     Cal Poly                 11.08         0.9  2 
 11   474 Nious, Kevin     Cal St. Northrid         11.11        +0.0  3 
 12    66 Valdes, Carl     Unattached               11.12         1.5  1 
 13   382 Reid, Julian     Texas A&M                11.14         1.2  4 
 14   405 Sharif, Zuhe     Texas A&M                11.16        +0.0  3 
 14   313 McCabe, Conn     UC San Diego             11.16        +0.0  3 
 16   845 Bolen, Blake     Utah State               11.22        +0.0  3 
 17   714 Fashola, Kev     UC Riverside             11.28        +0.0  3 
 18   404 Stewart, Tyr     Texas A&M                11.30        +0.0  3 
 19   499 Marvin, Adam     Cal St. Northrid         11.33         1.2  4 
 20   258 Slade, Rolan     Cal St. Los Ange         11.36         1.2  4 
 21   755 Sweeney, Ahm     Rice                     11.42         1.2  4 
 22   217 Wasowski, Ku     Cal St. San Marc         11.58         0.2  5 
 23   505 Talkington,      Cal St. Northrid         11.68         0.2  5 
 24   207 Jeffers, Sco     Cal St. San Marc         12.04         0.2  5 
 24   537 Reuter, Matt     UCLA                     12.04         1.2  4 
 26   612 McCullum, Ad     Cal St. Bakersfi         12.20         1.2  4 
 --    61 Taylor, Lama     Unattached                  DQ         1.5  1 
 
Event 34  Women 400 Meter Dash Open
==========================================================================================
          54.61  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        H# Points
==========================================================================================
  1   556 McLaughlin,      UCLA                     54.61 NCAA              1   10  
  2   466 Prier, Tara      Cal St. Northrid         55.04                   1    8  
  3   253 Jubrey, Mori     Cal St. Los Ange         55.51                   1    6  
  4   290 Dixon, Kayla     California               56.16                   1    5  
  5   632 Ross, Mandy      Azusa Pacific            56.53                   2    4  
  6   929 Wisdom, Meri     unattached               57.04                   2    3  
  7   355 Hinton, Jess     Seattle Pacific          57.11                   3    2  
  8   713 Macias, Mich     UC Riverside             57.16                   3    1  
  9   192 Laine, Sarah     Point Loma               57.24                   2 
 10   306 Bonty, Kandi     California               57.33                   1 
 11   786 Menzies, Ash     Stanford                 57.47                   2 
 12   862 Day, Jennife     Utah State               57.73                   3 
 13   720 Egeonuigwe,      UC Riverside             57.84                   1 
 14   334 Roberson, De     UC San Diego             57.94                   4 
 15   206 Valenzuela,      Cal St. San Marc         58.03                   3 
 16   502 Michaels, La     Cal St. Northrid         58.09                   3 
 17   761 Walker, Brid     Pepperdine               58.25                   4 
 18   718 Young, Marin     UC Riverside             58.37                   2 
 19   186 Sutherland,      Point Loma               58.68                   3 
 20   454 Spears, Crys     Cal St. Northrid         58.78                   3 
 21   327 McGregor, An     UC San Diego             58.79                   2 
 22   463 Cooper, Tani     Cal St. Northrid         59.29                   3 
 23   679 Gallion, Den     Cal Poly                 59.40                   2 
 24   653 Shury, Alyss     Azusa Pacific            59.42                   4 
 25   121 juarez, Vene     Aerosportz               59.82                   1 
 26   597 Cacuyog, Apr     Cal St. Bakersfi         59.97                   4 
 27   723 Modeste, Yoz     UC Riverside             60.43                   4 
 28   605 Watts, Princ     Cal St. Bakersfi         60.92                   4 
 29   615 Cooper, Shee     Cal St. Bakersfi         61.01                   4 
 30   156 Picker, Domi     Point Loma               62.67                   2 
 31   169 Turk, Lauren     Point Loma               63.80                   3 
 32   609 Kreutz, Vict     Cal St. Bakersfi         64.17                   2 
 
Event 35  Men 400 Meter Dash Open
==========================================================================================
          47.20  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        H# Points
==========================================================================================
  1   443 Follett, Ren     Washington St.           48.01                   2   10  
  2   398 Roberts, Joe     Texas A&M                48.02                   1    8  
  3   733 Jacobson, An     UC Riverside             48.13                   1    6  
  4   410 Preble, Mich     Texas A&M                48.42                   1    5  
  5   625 Brooks, Mont     Azusa Pacific            48.81                   1    4  
  6   726 Lemon, Greg      UC Riverside             48.92                   1    3  
  7   852 Waller, Bran     Utah State               49.09                   1    2  
  8   717 Ferrera, Sea     UC Riverside             49.10                   1    1  
  9   896 Mott, Ashtin     Western Oregon           49.13                   1 
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 12   900 Estep, Blake     Western Oregon           49.62                   3 
 13   712 Rideaux, Jer     UC Riverside             49.85                   2 
 14   616 Mitchell, Da     Cal St. Bakersfi         49.96                   2 
 15   856 Heuner, Zack     Utah State               50.03                   3 
 15   715 Marbrey, Mar     UC Riverside             50.03                   2 
 17   911 Gutierez, Ne     UCLA                     50.05                   1 
 18   693 Cunningham,      Cal Poly                 50.26                   3 
 19   185 Kakuda, Rons     Point Loma               50.79                   3 
 20   163 Reid, Chris      Point Loma               51.16                   3 
 21   724 Davila, Octa     UC Riverside             51.21                   3 
 22   622 Crego, Matt      Azusa Pacific            51.35                   2 
 23   855 Waller, Sean     Utah State               51.65                   2 
 24   187 Broyles, Joh     Point Loma               51.96                   3 
 25   331 Dieffenbach,     UC San Diego             52.08                   3 
 26   487 Morse, Owen      Cal St. Northrid         53.07                   3 
 27   171 Hester, Jeff     Point Loma               54.78                   2 
 
Event 36  Women 400 Meter Hurdles Open
==========================================================================================
          60.82  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        H# Points
==========================================================================================
  1   146 Beesley, Meg     Loughborough             59.07 NCAA              1   10  
  2   464 Ruffin, Shel     Cal St. Northrid         60.13 NCAA              1    8  
  3   430 King, Lorrai     Washington St.           60.69 NCAA              3    6  
  4   688 Samuels, Jha     Cal Poly                 60.80 NCAA              1    5  
  5   431 Elseroad-Wal     Washington St.           61.13                   3    4  
  6   278 Beneby, Nata     California               61.20                   2    3  
  7   467 Colbert, Van     Cal St. Northrid         61.47                   2    2  
  8   860 Hopkins, Hei     Utah State               61.90                   1    1  
  9   558 Battle, LeNe     UCLA                     62.72                   3 
 10   933 Forbes, Shan     California               62.74                   1 
 11   447 Hedel, Carol     Washington St.           62.75                   2 
 12   709 Byrd, Jerae      unattached               62.89                   2 
 13   501 Batiste, Las     Cal St. Northrid         63.02                   2 
 14   177 Gustafson, R     Point Loma               63.78                   2 
 15   311 Skorupa, Kat     UC San Diego             63.97                   2 
 16   418 Crabb, Britt     Washington St.           64.07                   1 
 17     6 Cearley, Des     South Bay TC             64.09                   3 
 18   419 Williams, Ja     Washington St.           64.68                   2 
 19   861 Jensen, Kate     Utah State               65.05                   3 
 20   323 Albertson, J     UC San Diego             65.30                   3 
 21   681 Calahan, Col     Cal Poly                 66.36                   3 
 22   173 Holding, Emi     Point Loma               66.42                   1 
 23   610 King, Connie     Cal St. Bakersfi         66.75                   3 
 24   699 Brewer, Teni     Cal Poly                 67.00                   3 
 --   147 Justine, Kin     Loughborough                DQ                   1 
 
Event 37  Men 400 Meter Hurdles Open
==========================================================================================
          52.51  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        H# Points
==========================================================================================
  1   151 Woodward, Na     Loughborough             50.41 NCAA              1   10  
  2    54 Blow, Andy       Basingstoke              51.73 NCAA              1    8  
  3   432 Hopkins, J       Washington St.           52.45 NCAA              2    6  
  4   149 Martin, Davi     Loughborough             52.47 NCAA              1    5  
  5   658 Smith, Cedri     Azusa Pacific            53.09                   2    4  
  6   221 Ott Wright,      Cal St. San Marc         53.28                   1    3  
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  8   272 Holmes, Ryan     California               53.40                   2    1  
  9   426 Habberstad,      Washington St.           53.51                   2 
 10   740 Shurbet, Col     Rice                     53.71                   2 
 11   853 Lukasz, Wich     Utah State               53.78                   2 
 12   676 Suprenant, E     Cal Poly                 53.85                   2 
 13    78 garnett, alv     Unattached               54.10                   1 
 14   674 Goffena, Jor     Cal Poly                 54.48                   3 
 15   630 Clark, Kyle      Azusa Pacific            54.73                   2 
 16   328 Haswell, Tob     UC San Diego             54.77                   3 
 17   614 Hernandez, D     Cal St. Bakersfi         55.16                   3 
 18   148 Baker, Mike      Loughborough             55.61                   1 
 19   660 Robotham, MJ     Cal Poly                 55.96                   3 
 20   636 Taylor, Wrig     Azusa Pacific            56.08                   3 
 21   220 Someya, Yuto     Cal St. San Marc         56.33                   3 
 22   157 Koch, Channi     Point Loma               56.63                   4 
 23   508 Woodham, Mic     Cal St. Northrid         57.01                   3 
 24   783 Jackson, Jos     Stanford                 57.70                   3 
 25   506 Smith, Carlt     Cal St. Northrid         57.86                   3 
 26   254 Lebron, Pedr     Cal St. Los Ange         60.01                   4 
 27   617 Washington,      Cal St. Bakersfi         61.47                   4 
 
Event 38  Women 200 Meter Dash Open
=====================================================================================
          23.96  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   814 Barr, Victor     Great Britain            23.70 NCAA    2.1  1   10  
  2   253 Jubrey, Mori     Cal St. Los Ange         24.14         2.1  1    8  
  3   696 Agu, Oganna      Cal Poly                 24.43         1.4  2    6  
  4   415 Wooten, Sand     Texas A&M                24.52         1.4  2    5  
  5   192 Laine, Sarah     Point Loma               24.53         2.1  1    4  
  6   379 Thomas, Vash     Texas A&M                24.57         1.4  3    3  
  7   330 Fogarty, Kel     UC San Diego             24.65         2.1  1    2  
  8   455 Watkins, Pre     Cal St. Northrid         24.70         1.4  2    1  
  9   468 Calvin, Domi     Cal St. Northrid         24.86         1.4  2 
 10   539 Watson, Dani     UCLA                     24.88         2.1  1 
 11   397 Machacek, Br     Texas A&M                24.95         1.4  2 
 12   891 Halton, Mari     Utah State               25.00         1.6  4 
 12   905 Kinney, Just     unattached               25.00         2.1  1 
 14   577 Curry, Krish     UCLA                     25.03         2.1  1 
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 16   249 Smith, Shian     Cal St. Los Ange         25.16         2.1  1 
 17   859 Cannon, Ashl     Utah State               25.17         1.4  3 
 18   454 Spears, Crys     Cal St. Northrid         25.29         1.6  4 
 19   704 Benny, Erinn     Cal Poly                 25.46         1.4  3 
 20   355 Hinton, Jess     Seattle Pacific          25.47         1.4  3 
 21   719 Russell, Mol     UC Riverside             25.54         1.4  2 
 22   206 Valenzuela,      Cal St. San Marc         25.55         1.4  3 
 23   186 Sutherland,      Point Loma               25.69         1.6  4 
 24   894 Meusee, Lace     Western Oregon           25.73         1.4  3 
 25   246 Backus, Sier     Cal St. Los Ange         25.75         1.4  3 
 26   667 Grimes, Whit     Cal Poly                 25.80         0.2  5 
 26   774 Ajdari, Aman     Pepperdine               25.80         1.6  4 
 28   615 Cooper, Shee     Cal St. Bakersfi         26.04         NWI  6 
 29   713 Macias, Mich     UC Riverside             26.05         NWI  6 
 30   932 Shoate, Jenn     Cal St. Los Ange         26.16         1.4  3 
 31   502 Michaels, La     Cal St. Northrid         26.19         1.6  4 
 32   463 Cooper, Tani     Cal St. Northrid         26.21         1.6  4 
 33   761 Walker, Brid     Pepperdine               26.38         0.2  5 
 34   274 Hunte, Robyn     California               26.45         1.6  4 
 35   773 Clark, Britt     Pepperdine               26.66         NWI  6 
 36   194 Schreiber, J     Point Loma               26.70         1.4  2 
 37   711 Smith, Toni      UC Riverside             26.75         0.2  5 
 38   243 Vaughner, Mi     Cal St. Los Ange         26.84         0.2  5 
 39   155 Menges, Ally     Point Loma               27.10         NWI  6 
 40   723 Modeste, Yoz     UC Riverside             27.14         NWI  6 
 41   731 Oniah, Chinw     UC Riverside             27.15         NWI  6 
 42   341 Rose, Jaquel     UC San Diego             27.37         0.2  5 
 43   672 Roy, Natalie     Cal Poly                 27.72         0.2  5 
 44   255 Micue, Eva       Cal St. Los Ange         27.78         NWI  6 
 45   252 Williams, Ka     Cal St. Los Ange         28.10         0.2  5 
 46   256 Manson, Dani     Cal St. Los Ange         28.41         0.2  5 
 47   268 Service, Jod     Cal St. Los Ange         29.73         NWI  6 
 
Event 39  Men 200 Meter Dash Open
=====================================================================================
          21.35  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals              Wind H# Points
=====================================================================================
  1   366 Howell, Tran     Texas A&M                21.08 NCAA    2.3  2   10  
  2   391 Miller, Brya     Texas A&M                21.11 NCAA    2.3  2    8  
  3   150 Gillick, Dav     Loughborough             21.38         1.4  1    6  
  4    61 Taylor, Lama     Unattached               21.58         1.4  1    5  
  5   816 Leavy, Nick      Great Britain            21.76         1.4  1    4  
  6   412 Otto, Trinit     Texas A&M                21.79        +0.0  3    3  
  7   815 Ejehu, Junio     Great Britain            21.82         1.4  1    2  
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  9   286 Porter, Nick     California               21.97        +0.0  3 
 10   651 Keene, Zacha     Azusa Pacific            22.05        +0.0  3 
 11     3 Winkler, Nat     Concordia- Irvin         22.09         2.3  2 
 12   684 Gancayco, Ni     Cal Poly                 22.16        +0.0  4 
 13   296 Patterson, K     California               22.17        +0.0  3 
 14   400 Hall, Keenan     Texas A&M                22.22        +0.0  4 
 15    32 Brisco, Bran     VS Athletics TC          22.25         2.3  2 
 16   474 Nious, Kevin     Cal St. Northrid         22.26        +0.0  4 
 16   473 Cole, Reinde     Cal St. Northrid         22.26         2.3  2 
 18   512 Edmond, Cole     UCLA                     22.27         2.7  5 
 19   240 Nunez, Franc     Cal St. Los Ange         22.28        +0.0  4 
 20   607 Nichols, Rya     Cal St. Bakersfi         22.31         0.5  6 
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 22   726 Lemon, Greg      UC Riverside             22.47         2.7  5 
 23    66 Valdes, Carl     Unattached               22.53         2.3  2 
 23   693 Cunningham,      Cal Poly                 22.53        +0.0  4 
 25    31 Watson, Stal     VS Athletics TC          22.63         2.3  2 
 26   499 Marvin, Adam     Cal St. Northrid         22.69         0.5  6 
 27   258 Slade, Rolan     Cal St. Los Ange         22.75         0.5  6 
 28   714 Fashola, Kev     UC Riverside             22.77         2.7  5 
 29   176 Davidson, Je     Point Loma               22.89         2.7  5 
 30   185 Kakuda, Rons     Point Loma               23.06         0.5  6 
 31   728 Callihan, Jo     UC Riverside             23.34         0.5  6 
 32   934 Archuletta,      Cal St. Los Ange         24.58         0.5  6 
 33   612 McCullum, Ad     Cal St. Bakersfi         24.87         0.5  6 
 34    59 Lloyd, Ricky     Unattached               25.14         2.3  2 
 --   439 Jennings, An     Washington St.             DNF        +0.0  4 
 
Event 42  Women 800 Meter Run Open
=======================================================================================
        2:09.80  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   578 Dencer, Cami     UCLA                   2:09.72 NCAA               10  
  2   857 Connolly, El     Utah State             2:10.40                     8  
  3   892 Applebee, An     Western Oregon         2:12.90                     6  
  4   521 Jirges, Laur     UCLA                   2:13.48                     5  
  5   358 Larson, Jane     Seattle Pacific        2:14.09                     4  
  6   479 Cox, Jasmine     Cal St. Northrid       2:14.17                     3  
  7   242 Wadeck, Vivi     Cal St. Los Ange       2:14.19                     2  
  8   172 Moyer, Megan     Point Loma             2:14.46                     1  
  9   340 Schofield, B     UC San Diego           2:14.73                  
 10   349 Montgomery,      UC San Diego           2:15.30                  
 11   662 Sanzari, Kri     Cal Poly               2:15.95                  
 12   522 Bournes, Gab     UCLA                   2:16.51                  
 13   289 Weems, Franc     California             2:17.39                  
 14   352 Anderberg, L     Seattle Pacific        2:17.42                  
 15   164 McGregor, Kr     Point Loma             2:17.76                  
 16   373 Wing, Evelyn     Texas A&M              2:17.92                  
 17   390 Parker, Eric     Texas A&M              2:18.19                  
 18   628 Reyes, Rebec     Azusa Pacific          2:18.25                  
 19   408 Singleton, T     Texas A&M              2:19.70                  
 20   453 Hoffman, Bre     Cal St. Northrid       2:20.12                  
 21   189 Manley, Elis     Point Loma             2:20.34                  
 22   174 Anderson, Vi     Point Loma             2:20.91                  
 23   168 Casarez, Mel     Point Loma             2:23.18                  
 24   763 Lawrence, An     Pepperdine             2:25.58                  
 25   182 Browning, Ka     Point Loma             2:26.97                  
 26   459 Gallegos, Er     Cal St. Northrid       2:27.17                  
 27   475 Morejon, Lil     Cal St. Northrid       2:32.83                  
 28   458 Ching, Lesli     Cal St. Northrid       2:33.96                  
 29   465 Tolbert, Emi     Cal St. Northrid       2:39.75                  
 30   200 Cooper, Chri     Cal St. San Marc       2:46.29                  
 31   602 Parker, Katr     Cal St. Bakersfi       2:50.79                  
 32   211 Thomas, Niki     Cal St. San Marc       2:58.69                  
 --   462 Karotko, Des     Cal St. Northrid           DNF                  
 
Event 43  Men 800 Meter Run Open
==========================================================================================
        1:50.40  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        H# Points
==========================================================================================
  1   543 Crawford, Sc     UCLA                   1:51.10                   1   10  
  2   287 Lee, Eric        California             1:51.36                   1    8  
  3    55 Rowberry, Ti     Unattached             1:52.09                   1    6  
  4   165 Botma, Corey     Point Loma             1:52.68                   2    5  
  5   851 Allred, Jame     Utah State             1:52.94                   3    4  
  6   442 Hewitt-Gaffn     Washington St.         1:53.16                   1    3  
  7   652 Zambrows, Ga     Azusa Pacific          1:53.25                   3    2  
  8   668 Morgan, Tayl     Cal Poly               1:53.62                   2    1  
  9   304 Surh, Brad       California             1:54.26                   3 
 10    34 Auerbach, Be     VS Athletics TC        1:54.46                   1 
 11   895 Long, Jeff       Western Oregon         1:54.48                   3 
 12   105 Rivera, Bobb     Unattached             1:54.82                   2 
 13   216 Tippett, Ste     Cal St. San Marc       1:54.86                   2 
 14   752 Sloat, Dan       Rice                   1:55.29                   3 
 15    35 Collins, Jon     VS Athletics TC        1:55.52                   2 
 16   931 Simmons, Jon     UCLA                   1:55.77                   1 
 17   201 Guadagnini,      Cal St. San Marc       1:55.79                   3 
 18   637 Pfiel, John      Azusa Pacific          1:55.97                   4 
 19   586 Anzures, Mar     UCLA                   1:56.31                   3 
 20   670 Strong, Jake     Cal Poly               1:56.60                   2 
 21   753 Hmaidan, Jor     Rice                   1:56.62                   4 
 22   316 Sawaya, Nico     UC San Diego           1:56.80                   4 
 23    77 Bernard, Nyr     Unattached             1:57.45                   2 
 24   219 Polhill, Tho     Cal St. San Marc       1:58.09                   4 
 25   608 Lucker, Ryan     Cal St. Bakersfi       1:58.68                   4 
 26   770 Wozniak, Jor     Pepperdine             1:58.86                   2 
 27   335 Harris, Dust     UC San Diego           1:58.90                   4 
 28   484 Ma, Tawei        Cal St. Northrid       1:59.03                   4 
 29    12 Whitson, Ber     TCLA                   2:00.81                   3 
 30   270 Tidwell, Vij     Cal St. Los Ange       2:01.29                   1 
 31   729 Stanger, Gre     UC Riverside           2:02.94                   4 
 32    30 Drisdom, Den     VS Athletics TC        2:03.77                   3 
 33   457 Gonzales, Ma     Cal St. Northrid       2:12.65                   4 
 34   232 Walton, Edga     Cal St. Los Ange       2:13.89                   4 
 
Event 44  Women 1500 Meter Run Open
=======================================================================================
        4:27.80  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   546 Murakami, Sh     UCLA                   4:30.20                    10  
  2   435 Andrews, Ama     Washington St.         4:32.91                     8  
  3   242 Wadeck, Vivi     Cal St. Los Ange       4:35.79                     6  
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  5    20 Murphy, Kevy     See Jane Run           4:38.24                     4  
  6   885 Chugg, Jessi     Utah State             4:38.90                     3  
  7   449 Foley, Miche     Washington St.         4:40.34                     2  
  8   624 Martinez, Vi     Azusa Pacific          4:41.11                     1  
  9   641 Carstensen,      Azusa Pacific          4:41.40                  
 10   887 Holt, Alicia     Utah State             4:41.63                  
 11   222 Sandoval, Je     Cal St. San Marc       4:42.32                  
 12   765 Coe, Elizabe     Pepperdine             4:43.94                  
 13   234 Sanchez, Val     Cal St. Los Ange       4:44.25                  
 14   197 Sjogren, Mor     Cal St. San Marc       4:44.98                  
 15   883 Quinn, Kim       Utah State             4:49.89                  
 16   475 Morejon, Lil     Cal St. Northrid       4:50.63                  
 17   236 Castaneda, M     Cal St. Los Ange       4:55.74                  
 18   593 Patrick, Kat     Cal St. Bakersfi       5:00.42                  
 19   769 Branch, Emil     Pepperdine             5:01.39                  
 20   188 Afman, Angie     Point Loma             5:01.53                  
 21   191 Reynolds, Je     Point Loma             5:03.71                  
 22   595 McCann, Chri     Cal St. Bakersfi       5:04.08                  
 23   611 Estrada, Ste     Cal St. Bakersfi       5:38.66                  
 
Event 45  Men 1500 Meter Run Open
=======================================================================================
        3:47.80  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   531 Patterson, M     UCLA                   3:48.74                    10  
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  3    21 Gonzalez, Se     Team BSK/Running       3:49.89                     6  
  4   209 Edwards, Dav     Cal St. San Marc       3:49.97                     5  
  5   701 Huerta, Nath     Cal Poly               3:50.83                     4  
  6   103 Graham, Clay     Unattached             3:53.09                     3  
  7   428 Ahlbeck, Sam     Washington St.         3:53.33                     2  
  8   871 Strickland,      Utah State             3:54.59                     1  
  9   421 Miller, Pete     Washington St.         3:55.30                  
 10    47 Paredes, Jua     UNATTACHED             3:55.95                  
 11   124 Ibarra, Luis     Nike Team Run LA       3:56.21                  
 12   160 Bright, Land     Point Loma             3:58.09                  
 13   678 Shirck, Bran     Cal Poly               3:58.58                  
 14   348 Wright, Mike     UC San Diego           3:59.15                  
 15   654 Lewton, Forr     Azusa Pacific          3:59.43                  
 16   210 Fitzgerald,      Cal St. San Marc       3:59.93                  
 17    89 Mwangi, Mart     Unattached             4:00.61                  
 18    46 Maginnis, Ch     UNATTACHED             4:01.09                  
 19   619 Orozco, Jose     Cal St. Bakersfi       4:02.77                  
 20   102 Pilavjian, A     Unattached             4:03.43                  
 21    56 Whichard, Do     Unattached             4:03.89                  
 22   326 LeVieux, Jak     UC San Diego           4:03.96                  
 23   875 Wing, Heath      Utah State             4:04.38                  
 24   489 Olivera, Bob     Cal St. Northrid       4:04.90                  
 25    69 Anderson, Da     Unattached             4:06.30                  
 26    48 Kanzaria, Bh     UNATTACHED             4:06.72                  
 27   618 Lee, Edward      Cal St. Bakersfi       4:08.24                  
 28   170 Ernst, Ryan      Point Loma             4:09.36                  
 29   229 Felix, Ben       Utah Valley Stat       4:10.01                  
 30   767 Morris, Geor     Pepperdine             4:10.50                  
 31   245 Brewer, CJ       Cal St. Los Ange       4:10.98                  
 32   493 Hernandez, G     Cal St. Northrid       4:11.58                  
 33   235 Gonzalez, Da     Cal St. Los Ange       4:13.49                  
 34   269 Cortes, Mich     Cal St. Los Ange       4:14.11                  
 35   227 Moody, Deric     Utah Valley Stat       4:15.07                  
 36   231 Arevalos, Ce     Cal St. Los Ange       4:26.53                  
 
Event 46  Women 5000 Meter Run Invite
=======================================================================================
       16:52.00  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   384 Munoz, Chris     Texas A&M             16:45.60 NCAA               10  
  2   562 Goldring, Ka     UCLA                  16:48.70 NCAA                8  
  3   642 Kipwambok, J     Azusa Pacific         17:18.40                     6  
  4   692 Mulkey, Laur     Cal Poly              17:18.87                     5  
  5   198 Villarreal,      Cal St. San Marc      17:26.92                     4  
  6   579 Wiemann, Kel     UCLA                  17:33.65                     3  
  7   416 Wall, Ashlee     Washington St.        17:40.71                     2  
  8   401 McNorton, Ka     Texas A&M             17:40.99                     1  
  9   561 Aulet-Leon,      UCLA                  17:42.35                  
 10   179 Kunz, Katie      Point Loma            17:55.52                  
 11   766 Carroll, Bri     Pepperdine            17:59.34                  
 12   523 Pastoor, Tar     UCLA                  18:01.94                  
 13   333 Inouye, Elen     UC San Diego          18:10.01                  
 14   325 Alban, Brian     UC San Diego          18:19.44                  
 15   498 Velarde, San     Cal St. Northrid      18:30.71                  
 16   762 Mobley, Paig     Pepperdine            18:32.27                  
 17   491 Velarde, Nan     Cal St. Northrid      18:51.37                  
 18   181 Ozuna, Genie     Point Loma            19:03.57                  
 19   263 Thomas, Eric     Cal St. Los Ange      19:12.58                  
 20   485 Day, Mallory     Cal St. Northrid      19:52.16                  
 21   603 Mata, Judith     Cal St. Bakersfi      20:14.20                  
 22   763 Lawrence, An     Pepperdine            20:35.06                  
 
Event 77  Men Javelin Throw Invite
=======================================================================================
         61.60m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   297 Young, Ryan      California              76.45m NCAA      250-10   10  
      76.45m  FOUL  PASS  65.06m  PASS  PASS
  2   307 Maric, Marti     California              66.46m NCAA      218-00    8  
      FOUL  66.46m  FOUL  PASS  64.62m  PASS
  3   377 Brown, Chad      Texas A&M               64.87m NCAA      212-10    6  
      57.64m  57.83m  60.66m  56.77m  56.58m  64.87m
  4   524 Drbal, Andre     UCLA                    59.42m           194-11    5  
      FOUL  51.44m  59.42m  57.06m  56.31m  FOUL
  5   657 Griggs, Shed     Azusa Pacific           57.90m           189-11    4  
      57.90m x  x             
  6   100 Peterson, Sh     Unattached              55.97m           183-07    3  
      53.77m  53.01m  52.16m  55.97m  FOUL  53.50m
  7   437 Presby, Mark     Washington St.          55.13m           180-10    2  
      53.37m  52.12m  52.85m  54.10m  54.63m  55.13m
  8   184 Winstead, An     Point Loma              53.18m           174-06    1  
      53.18m  45.65m  PASS  41.34m  PASS  PASS
  9   345 Macks, Dan       UC San Diego            52.76m           173-01 
      52.76m  FOUL  48.49m  49.63m  47.81m  48.58m
 10   646 Gillespie, G     Azusa Pacific           52.53m           172-04 
      52.53m x  x             
 11   686 Rice, Ian        Cal Poly                51.51m           169-00 
      51.51m  51.39m  48.44m  49.32m  49.56m  46.19m
 12   207 Jeffers, Sco     Cal St. San Marc        50.81m           166-08 
      50.81m x  x             
 13   339 Howe, Nick       UC San Diego            49.23m           161-06 
      49.23m x  x             
 14    66 Valdes, Carl     Unattached              48.80m           160-01 
      48.80m x  x             
 15   225 Mcfadden, Ro     Cal St. San Marc        48.33m           158-07 
      48.33m x  x             
 16   158 Flemming, Ca     Point Loma              48.03m           157-07 
      48.03m x  x             
 
Event 78  Women Javelin Throw Invite
=======================================================================================
 6 Throws - All fair throws measured
         43.45m  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   152 Kreiner, Kim     NIKE                    55.96m NCAA      183-07   10  
      51.18m  55.96m  51.84m  52.19m  52.99m  52.81m
	  	  2	  	  	  554	  Ross,	  Tara	  	  	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  46.76m	  NCAA	  	  	  	  	  	  153-­‐05	  	  	  	  8	  	  
      46.76m  45.59m  FOUL  43.41m  FOUL  FOUL
  3   393 Humphreys, E     Texas A&M               45.07m NCAA      147-10    6  
      45.07m  43.84m  44.53m  42.85m  44.76m    
  4   375 Henderson, H     Texas A&M               44.53m NCAA      146-01    5  
      42.40m  44.53m  41.63m  40.44m  40.23m  ND
  5   356 VerMulm, Lau     Seattle Pacific         43.63m NCAA      143-02    4  
      37.48m  39.10m  34.64m  39.33m  43.63m  38.38m
  6   353 Schantin, Je     Seattle Pacific         43.01m           141-01    3  
      40.06m  38.63m  38.45m  39.76m  43.01m  42.54m
  7   801 Minderler, M     USC                     42.95m           140-11    2  
      41.45m  42.95m  40.06m  42.71m  FOUL  FOUL
  8   538 Borman, Brit     UCLA                    42.23m           138-06    1  
      40.60m  42.23m  41.75m  41.67m  FOUL  39.36m
  9   496 Varner, Hayl     Cal St. Northrid        40.72m           133-07 
      40.72m x  x             
 10   919 Werth, Hilar     UCLA                    39.54m           129-09 
      39.54m x  x             
 11   694 Robbins, Kat     Cal Poly                39.41m           129-03 
      38.38m  38.94m  39.41m  37.25m  FOUL  33.71m
 12   791 Minoofar, El     Stanford                38.54m           126-05 
      33.84m  FOUL  38.54m            
 13   161 Kreager, Dre     Point Loma              38.03m           124-09 
      38.03m x  x             
 14   785 Bennett, Kar     Stanford                37.73m           123-09 
      36.64m  36.33m  37.73m            
 15   177 Gustafson, R     Point Loma              36.44m           119-07 
      36.44m x  x             
 16   350 Richards, Th     UC San Diego            36.20m           118-09 
      36.20m x  x             
 17   469 Bowen, Jenni     Cal St. Northrid        31.66m           103-10 
      31.66m x  x             
 18   650 Robusto, Jor     Azusa Pacific           31.45m           103-02 
      31.45m x  x             
 
Event 90  Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase Invite
=======================================================================================
       10:50.25  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   574 Viehweg, Cia     UCLA                  10:20.66 NCAA               10  
  2   882 Hilton, Ruth     Utah State            10:43.64 NCAA                8  
  3   260 Alburez, Kar     Cal St. Los Ange      10:46.25 NCAA                6  
  4   417 Farrar, Emil     Washington St.        10:47.27 NCAA                5  
  5   661 Morris, Brie     Cal Poly              10:54.23                     4  
  6   248 Hernandez, L     Cal St. Los Ange      11:04.07                     3  
  7   881 Stratton, Er     Utah State            11:06.73                     2  
  8   559 Martinez, Sa     UCLA                  11:06.75                     1  
  9   890 Johnson, Ash     Utah State            11:09.67                  
 10   683 Fogg, LeAnne     Cal Poly              11:15.82                  
 11   889 Gledhill, Va     Utah State            11:43.62                  
 
Event 91  Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase Invite
=======================================================================================
        9:07.00  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   547 Knight, Dyla     UCLA                   8:56.19 NCAA               10  
  2    80 de Rubira, J     Unattached             9:00.46 NCAA                8  
  3   372 McNab, Kevin     Texas A&M              9:01.71 NCAA                6  
  4   663 Dargitz, Car     Cal Poly               9:01.82 NCAA                5  
  5   552 Knight, Spen     UCLA                   9:09.25                     4  
  6    63 Englestead,      Unattached             9:10.78                     3  
  7   702 Wright, Andy     Cal Poly               9:15.51                     2  
  8   664 Lease, Jeff      Cal Poly               9:17.16                     1  
  9   738 Olson, Brett     Rice                   9:17.78                  
 10   351 Meis, Chad       Seattle Pacific        9:25.22                  
 11   420 Hickerson, D     Washington St.         9:29.34                  
 12   736 Trejo, Micha     Rice                   9:30.44                  
 13   880 Atkinson, St     Utah State             9:30.64                  
 14   750 Llamas, Jame     Rice                   9:30.73                  
 15   183 Kear, Casey      Point Loma             9:37.77                  
 16   771 Smith, Kenny     Pepperdine             9:45.37                  
 17   877 Griffith, To     Utah State             9:50.94                  
 18   764 Allison, Set     Pepperdine             9:56.26                  
 19   767 Morris, Geor     Pepperdine             9:59.94                  
 20   760 Feldman, Col     Pepperdine            10:13.16                  
	  21	  	  	  912	  Gordon,	  Ryan	  	  	  	  	  UCLA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10:27.49	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 22   224 Ryan, Wes        Cal St. San Marc      11:16.60                  
 
Event 97  Men 5000 Meter Run Invite
=======================================================================================
       14:12.00  NCAA
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   563 Morikawa, Ke     UCLA                  14:13.89                    10  
  2   527 Shackleton,      UCLA                  14:15.17                     8  
  3   515 Shackleton,      UCLA                  14:19.87                     6  
  4   394 Burnett, Kev     Texas A&M             14:21.86                     5  
  5   647 Mugat, Abend     Azusa Pacific         14:25.61                     4  
  6   378 Sauvageau, J     Texas A&M             14:30.76                     3  
  7   695 McCutcheon,      Cal Poly              14:37.28                     2  
  8   665 Cosens, Ryan     Cal Poly              14:38.87                     1  
  9   873 McKenna, Bri     Utah State            14:40.43                  
 10   870 Lopez, Chio      Utah State            14:40.52                  
 11   878 Bolinder, Ni     Utah State            14:41.17                  
 12   226 Buhler, Jaco     Utah Valley Stat      14:43.68                  
 13   409 Hodges, Jame     Texas A&M             14:44.31                  
 14   899 Reed, Chris      Western Oregon        14:45.89                  
 15   935 Howel, Danie     Utah State            14:47.91                  
 16    45 mendoza, mar     St. Mary's Colle      14:48.26                  
 17   383 Montes, Andr     Texas A&M             14:50.29                  
 18   807 Brosseau, Ja     Southern Illinoi      14:51.49                  
 19   573 Abdalla, Moh     UCLA                  14:52.09                  
 20   363 O'Donnell, M     Texas A&M             14:56.73                  
 21   874 Nelson, Hunt     Utah State            14:59.03                  
 22    68 McCabe, Josh     Unattached            15:01.89                  
 23   230 Moody, Danny     Utah Valley Stat      15:26.16                  
 24   228 Golding, Dal     Utah Valley Stat      15:46.18                  
 25   488 Olea, Juan       Cal St. Northrid      16:17.78                  
 26   218 Sanchez, Ant     Cal St. San Marc      16:50.89                  
 27   101 Nemirovsky,      Unattached            16:59.62                  
 --   872 Kessen, Ben      Utah State                 DNF                  
 
                    Women - Team Rankings - 19 Events Scored
===============================================================================
    1) UCLA                       121        2) Cal Poly                  102   
    3) Cal St. Los Angeles         62        4) Texas A&M                  54   
    5) Washington St.              45        6) Cal St. Northridge         41.50
    7) Utah State                  37        8) UC Riverside               30   
    8) USC                         30       10) Azusa Pacific              29.50
   11) UC San Diego                27.50    12) Seattle Pacific            20   
   12) NIKE                        20       12) California                 20   
   15) Great Britain               16       16) Point Loma                 14.50
   17) VS Athletics TC             13       18) Loughborough               10   
   19) Stanford                     7       20) Western Oregon              6   
   21) Cal St. San Marcos           4       21) See Jane Run                4   
 
                    Men - Team Rankings - 19 Events Scored
===============================================================================
    1) UCLA                       111        2) Washington St.             60   
    3) Texas A&M                   58.50     4) Utah State                 56   
    5) California                  38        6) UC San Diego               36.50
    7) Cal St. Northridge          35.50     8) Stanford                   30   
    9) Cal St. Bakersfield         28       10) Cal Poly                   26   
   11) Point Loma                  25.50    12) Rice                       24   
   13) UC Riverside                23       14) Loughborough               21   
   15) Cal St. Los Angeles         20.50    16) Azusa Pacific              18   
   17) Basingstoke                 16       18) Great Britain              14   
   19) Cal St. San Marcos           8       19) USC                         8   
   19) Western Oregon               8       19) VS Athletics TC             8   
   23) Team BSK/Running Center      6                                           
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     UCLA Rafer Johnson/Jackie Joyner-Kersee Invit - 4/9/2009 to 4/11/2009     
                                 Drake Stadium                                 
                                    Results                                    
=======================================================================================
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   741 Chaney, Clay     Rice                   6539.00                    10  
  2   247 Linker, Josh     Cal St. Los Ange       6520.00                     8  
  3   926 Schauble, Ky     Washington St.         6487.00                     6  
  5   925 Harris, Sean     Washington St.         6003.00                     4  
  6   746 Hayes, Conno     Rice                   5360.00                     3  
=======================================================================================
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   799 Ali, Nia         USC                    5492.00                    10  
  2   803 Woods, Shana     USC                    5315.00                     8  
  4   927 Jensen, Ange     Washington St.         4656.00                     5  
=======================================================================================
    Name              Year School                  Finals                        Points
=======================================================================================
  1   376 Tarver, Deid     Texas A&M               50.66m           166-02   10  
  2   548 White, Cathe     UCLA                    46.00m           150-11    8  
  3   434 Jensen, Kjir     Washington St.          45.94m           150-09    6  
